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Game Overview 

Game Description 
This is an atmospheric, exploration, adventure game inspired by Abzu and Niva. The player 
plays Amber, a nymph, living in the summer realm. The world has been taken over by the realm 
of shadows, the world is dark and life is slowly dying. She must bring life and light back into the 
world and defeat the shadow realm. Amber finds a way to save the world and goes on a quest 
to save it. 

Design Goals 
The game aims to achieve the following goals: 
 

1. Create an atmosphere that evokes emotion from the player. 
a. Vibrant, Captivating levels. 
b. Narratives that integrates with gameplay to provide compelling interactivity. 

2. Develop fun gameplay based on: 
a. Exploration - open world, players will be able to discover new areas. 
b. Discovery - players discover storyline, new levels, easter eggs, as well as 

achievements. 

Story 

Story Overview 
Amber is a nymph in the Summer Realm. When the Shadow Realm came, all life and 

light was taken away. The once beautiful, luscious trees have lost their leaves. The once bright 
green terrain is dull and because of all the shadows and fog the sun can’t be seen.  Amber 
wants her home back to the way it was and decides to set out on a quest to save it. 
 

Functional Specifications 

Game Mechanics 
Collect stones - The game starts with one energy stone and the player can collect up to five 
throughout the game. Some stones will be hidden while others will be obtained by defeating 
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bosses. Energy stones can store Solcana to be used towards weapons, purify the corrupted 
environment, and the mirage ability. 

● One stone can hold up to 100 Solcana 
● When a stone runs out of Solcana it can no longer be used as energy for weapons or 

purification, can be replenished 
● If the player has other stones filled with Solcana it will switch to using the next available 

stone 
 
Collect life sparks - Player will be able to collect life sparks also known as “health” to heal 
herself. 

● Player will start the game with full life. 
● Player can get more life spark by purifying areas and defeating enemies 

 
Mirage - Ability to hide from enemies and appear to be invisible. 

● Uses Solcana and once activated lasts for a full 25 secs or until Solcana runs out, 
cooldown is 1 minute 

 
Solcana - Energy used to purge the corruption caused by the shadow realm. 

● Solcana is stored in the stones 
● Located in areas that have high concentration of light and/or the lands energy  
● Can be collected after enemy is destroyed  

 
Light Arrow - This is used by the bow and arrow and uses Solcana that the player has 
collected to shoot the enemies. Only effective versus weak enemies. 
 
Bolt of Light - An upgrade arrow for the bow, a more powerful projectile that uses more 
Solcana to defeat larger enemies. 
 
Ray of Light - The blade of the sword that uses Solcana to battle enemies.  
 
Blaze Ray - Upgradable blade for the sword, uses more Solcana to defeat larger enemies. 

Game Flow 
Player Controls: 

1. Look around with mouse. 
2. Move forward, backwards, strafe left and right. 
3. Jump 
4. Use weapons, bow and arrow, sword, and staff. 
5. Ability to hide behind objects and in tall grass. 
6. Collect energy and energy stones. 
7. Able to conceal herself through “Mirage”. 
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Core Game Play 
Player character moves around in a 3D open world. The player will be exploring the world 
collecting energy for the energy stones while fighting the shadow monsters. Once the shadows 
have been defeated the player will bring life and light back to that area. There will be instances 
where the player has to fight bosses with areas that are highly corrupted by the shadows. As the 
player progresses through the areas and into the shadow realm, they will encounter new 
obstacles and enemies which makes completing the player’s objective more difficult. 

Characters 
1. Amber: The main character the player will be playing. She is a nymph and lives in the 

forest in the Summer Realm. She is spunky, outgoing, strong willed, and finds herself 
getting into trouble. She has long, viny unruly green hair and likes to wear pink water lily 
dahlias in it. She wears a lime-green leafy dress. She has a large head with big eyes and 
small facial features. Speaks in foreign language, speaks when fighting, standing in one 
place for too long and when stones are found. Plans to save the Summer Realm by 
bringing life back into the realm and defeat the Shadow King Zalam. 

2. Goblins: These are dark balls of shadows with black, illuminated eyes. They are usually 
found in pairs of 3 and can be found in large groups depending on how much an area is 
corrupted. They are attracted to dark areas and shadows but if something looks tasty 
they will come out of the shadows to feast. When they are ready to eat they show their 
large mouths with rows of small, pointy teeth and can only be seen when they are about 
to eat something.Goblins suck the light out of the environment they are in and can be 
killed by Solcana. 

a. Fires shadow orb based projectiles at the player or engages in melee combat. 
b. Killed by any weapon. 
c. Dispenses energy upon death. 

3. Dark Vines: Black vines that cover the ground in areas that have low life or light. The 
vines suck the life out of the environment around them and can only be killed if the heart 
of the vine, located in the center, is destroyed. 

a. Destroyed by using the sword or bow. 
b. Dispenses energy upon death. 

4. Shadow Walker - Dark, tall shadow figure with white eyes. Corrupt areas and patrol 
Shadow Realm borders. Wields a shadow sword that can infect the player. 
Communicates with other Shadow Walkers in whispers and incoherent speech, 
resembles mumbling. 

a. Can only be defeated in Melee combat.  
b. Dispenses energy upon death. 

5. Zalam: King of the Shadow Realm also known as “Shadow King.” Enormously tall, 
shadowy figure with red eyes and rows of sharp teeth. Zalam is a very ambitious 
individual and wants to rule over all realms. He has the ability to spawn shadows and 
goblins. Zalam also controls dark vines as weapons.  
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Artificial Intelligence 
Goblins: 

● Appears in areas that have been corrupted by the Shadow Realm 
● Once player is in field of vision they will come out of shadows and will chase and attack 

player  
○ Goblin will not attack player if player is not in field of vision. 
○ If more than one goblin sees the player they will both attack but in turns.  

● If player outside of field of vision for 10 secs or more will go back to shadows 
 
Shadow Walkers: 

● Appears in highly corrupted areas 
● They patrol corrupted areas and can “sense” player if they are close to them even when 

hiding.The Mirage ability hides the player from the Shadow Walker’s “sense”.  
● Once a Shadow Walker senses the player they will chase until defeating player. 

 
Zalam:  

● Once player is in field of vision will attack player 
● There will be an algorithm that chooses what ability to attack with. 

○ Attacks will be randomized 
○ Can spawn goblins 
○ Throw shadow particles that hurt the player 
○ Use dark vines 

Game Play Elements 
All weapons will have slots to put the energy stones in so the weapon can collect Solcana in 
them. Before starting the initial game the player has the ability to choose what weapon  they 
would like to use. Throughout the levels the player will receive upgrades to weapons. Player will 
have access to weapon of their choosing and the staff. 
 
Weapons:  
 

● Bow and Arrow: The bow is made of wood and uses the Solcana in energy stones as 
arrows. Can shoot arrows as long as the energy stones are not depleted.  

 
● Sword: This is a long sword that has a hilt made of metal. The blade will be made of 

Solcana from the energy stones. Can only be used when the player has a large amount 
of Solcana.  

 
● Staff: The staff is made of wood and metal and is encompassing a sun at the top. Can 

be used against all enemies. Does not require Solcana to be used, does less damage 
than other weapons, great for defense.  
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Communication of the Player’s State: 

● Health bar: Displays how much health or “life spark” the player has at all times. 
● Solcana (MP) bar: Displays how much Solcana the player has collected. 
● Music: Audio will change according to the situation the player is in. If the player is in 

battle the background music will have a more ominous and dangerous tone. 
 

User Interface 

Flow Chart 

 

Functional Requirements 

Splash Screens 
Splash 

●  A screen that fades in with the game name, “In Darkness, There’s Light.” 

Main Menu 
Main Menu 
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●  Player has access to all menus and has background image of the game that introduces 
the aesthetics of the game. 

 
The following is a list of elements the user can interact with in the Main Menu: 

1. New Game - Starts a new game. 
2. Options - Brings up an option menu that has options to adjust sound and resolution. 
3. Controls - Displays the list of controls for the player 
4. Exit Game - Ends the game. 

Pause Screen 
Pause Menu 

● Grays out game and stops player movement. Displays pause menu. 
 
The pause menu can only be accessed while the player is in game. The following is a list of 
elements the user can interact with in the Pause Menu: 

1. Resume - Closes pause menu and resumes game. 
2. Controls - Displays the list of controls  
3. Options - Brings up an options menu to adjust sound and resolution. 
4. Exit - Takes user back to Main Menu 

HUD Image 
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The HUD will have the following elements that are displayed: 
1. Stones - It will show 5 sockets to hold stones and as the player collects them it will fill 

up.This represents how many stones the player is holding. 
2. Health - Will show how much life spark the player has. Will increase / decrease 

depending on damage and life spark collected.  
a. Players will be able to distinguish how many lives they have by color that is 

represented. When depleted will turn dark green, crack and turn mute.  
3. Solcana - Energy collected. 

a. Players will be able to distinguish how much Solcana they have by color that is 
represented. When depleted will turn dark blue, crack and turn mute.  

4. Map - Shows location of player in world. 

Levels 

Levels Overview 
Level one will be using a linear path to teach the player core mechanics of the game. 

Other levels will be using spiderweb paths. The player will be able to save at checkpoints and 
upon death return to last saved checkpoint. Player will be able to fast travel between checkpoint 
locations only if the player has reached them before. 
 

The player will be able backtrack between levels. When the player defeats enemies they 
will not respawn when the player goes back and forth. When an area has been purified it will 
stay purified.  

Level Diagram 
 

LEVEL  0 - Home (Tutorial) 

Forest area. Will introduce core game mechanics and HUD conveyance. No enemies  

LEVEL 1 - The Dark Forest 

Introduces stone and collecting Solcana mechanics. 

LEVEL 2 -  Abandoned Forest  

Introduces goblin enemies 

LEVEL 3 - Dragonfly Mangrove  

Introduces dark vines. Once defeated dark vine gets stone. 
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LEVEL 4 - Through the Fields 

- 

LEVEL 5 - Quiet Grasslands 

Introduces 1st upgrade to weapon, Shadow Walker in highly corrupted areas, and Mirage 
ability. 

LEVEL 6 - Abandoned village 

- 

LEVEL 7 - No Man’s Land 

- 

LEVEL 8 - The Shadow Realm  

Introduces 2nd upgrade to weapon. 

LEVEL 9 - The Red Rain Forest 

- 

LEVEL 10 - Shadow King 

Fights the Shadow King. 

 

Technical Requirements 

Game Controls 

Platform 
PC 

Player Movement 
Keyboard 

● W - Move Forward 
● A - Strafe Left 
● S - Move Backwards 
● D - Strafe Right 
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● Space - Jump 
● Shift - Run 
● F - Activate and deactivate Mirage 

Interacting With Objects 
Energy 

● Energy is collected by the player when they are in a close proximity 
 
Bow and Arrow 

● Left-Click (Mouse) - Shoot “Light Arrow” 
● Left-Click hold (Mouse) - Shoot “Bolt of Light” 

○ Hold up to 3 seconds. 
○  If enemy attacks the player while charging it ends it. Player will have to recharge. 

● Left-Click Release (Mouse) : Shoot arrow 
 
Sword 

● Left-Click (Mouse) - Swing sword to attack. 
● Hold Right-Click (Mouse) - Block 

○ 2 secs to activate block state after swinging 
○ Can block other swords, partially blocks shadow shards 

Staff 
● Left-Click (Mouse) - Swing staff to attack 
● Hold Right-Click (Mouse) - Block 

○ Takes 2 secs to activate block state after swinging 
○ Partially blocks swords and shadow shards 
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